In this correspondence, we introduce a new training protocol for channel state estimation in wireless relay networks. The distinctive feature of our protocol is that each relay forwards the imperfect channel state information (CSI) to the destination. We show that our method allows to obtain at the destination a higher effective SNR and a faster transfer of the CSI compared with the other existing training protocols.
a straight line will produce an interpolation error. To compute the variance of the residual PHN vector, it is assumed that the initial CPE estimation error is uncorrelated with the interpolation error. Therefore, the MSE of the frequency-domain PHN vector estimate can be written as 
The approximation in (31) assumes large OFDM symbol size i.e., 1 N + C. The performance of the CPE estimator during the data transmission stage can also be computed using (9) to be 2 = 1 jP j N Ts 3 + 1 :
Intuitively, as N increases while keeping the signal bandwidth constant, the linear interpolation error worsens since the time difference between the two consecutive CPE points increases. Moreover, given a fixed number of scattered pilots jP j, as N increases, the CPE estimates become worse, since the pilot overhead is proportionally reduced.
I. INTRODUCTION
Training signals are widely adopted for the estimation of channel state information (CSI) in a wireless network that uses time division duplexing [1] . The information theoretic analysis of training based methods was initiated in [2] , where the authors investigated the question of how much of the system resources should be spent for training. In [2] , the system resources including the training signal length, power, and structure are optimized by maximizing the effective signal-to-noise ratio (eSNR) (the explicit eSNR expression is given at the end of the next section), which also corresponds to maximizing a lower bound on the channel capacity. Wireless relay networks improve the capacity and coverage over traditional point-to-point wireless networks [3] - [9] . In addition, relays are effective in dealing with the non-line-of-sight problem. Furthermore, relays do not require a backhaul architecture leading to a more cost efficient and a less complex design [10] .
In this correspondence, we introduce a training protocol for wireless relay networks that provides a higher eSNR (thus a higher capacity) than the existing training protocols, namely the classical [2] and the new [11] protocols. While the CSI should be accurately estimated to provide a higher eSNR (log term advantage in the capacity expression) as will be shown in the following sections, the CSI should also be made available at the destination in a quick manner (prelog term advantage in the capacity expression). Our protocol also provides a faster transfer of the CSI than the classical and the new protocols. Finally, we show that estimating the effective CSI (eCSI) more directly provides a higher eSNR in wireless relay networks. Our protocol has an additional log term advantage over the existing training protocols by a more direct eCSI estimation.
II. BASIC PRINCIPLES
In this section, we outline the basic principles of this work, which are explained comprehensively in [2] .
A. General Features and Assumptions
For all protocols compared in this work, we use the worst case noise theorem [2] , which is a tractable method to obtain the capacity lower bounds. We assume that the number of relays is large (K 1), which clearly shows the performance differences between the protocols compared in this work. In the wireless relay network literature, scaling number of relays (K ! 1)assumptioniscommonlyused [7] , [12] , [13] , which leads to the same eSNR of all protocols (which is also the case in [6] ). Matched filtering (MF) is applied at each relay, which has a low complexity than the decode and forward method [14] , [15] . MF amends both the phases and the amplitudes of the received and transmitted signals, thus MF is not a pure amplify and forward method [6] . We apply the aforementioned features for all protocols. During the comparisons, these features do not provide any bias for any of the protocols. Further performance gains can be achieved by applying different amplification methods [16] , and by carefully constructing a power allocation policy. In addition, path loss and shadowing models can be incorporated for a more realistic scenario. However, such scenarios are beyond the scope of this work.
B. Communication by Using the Training Based Channel Estimation
There are two phases in a communication session that incorporates training based channel estimation. The first phase is the training phase, where the channel estimation is achieved, and the second phase is the data transmission phase. In the training phase, the source transmits a training signal which is known to both source and destination. Therefore, the destination estimates the channel by using the training signal 
In the data transmission phase, the source transmits its data signal.
Therefore, the destination estimates the data signal s by using the received data signal y and the channel estimate h, which again can be represented as s = f(y;h). Note that the data signal is estimated by throwing away some information (i.e., the channel estimate h is treated as if it were the actual channel) and the residual in the received data signal due to the channel estimation error h is treated as noise:
where s is the power spent by the source during the data transmission phase. v and v 0 are the noise and the overall noise at the destination, respectively. Note that the equality h = h + h holds.
A typical way to obtain the channel estimate is the minimum mean square error (MMSE) method [2] . The MMSE method yields tractable results since it is an unbiased estimator: Efhg = Efhg, where Ef:g denotes the expectation operator.
C. The Worst Case Noise Theorem
The worst case noise theorem was introduced for a multiple access SISO wireless network in [17] . This theorem was extended to a point-to-point MIMO wireless network in [2] . The two properties of the overall noise v 0 in (2) that lead to intractable results are 1) v 0 is possibly not Gaussian, and 2) it is dependent on the data signal. In [2] , the channel capacity is lower bounded by replacing the non-Gaussian noise v 0 with a Gaussian noise of the same power that has a specific covariance matrix when the channel and the data signal are Gaussian. 1 This approach leads to tractable results and optimized system resources for the worst case scenario [2] .
D. Single Antenna Wireless Relay Networks
In this subsection, the generic network setup and the generic received signal at the destination are presented for all protocols that will be compared in the next section.
A wireless relay network where each node has a single antenna is shown in Fig. 1 . The received signal at each relay is as follows: r k = p ssh k + n k ; k = 1; 2; . . . ;K where we used the following equality from [19] :
Then, each relay applies MF with the forward channel estimate g 3 k .
Considering the power constraint Efjt k j 2 g = 1at each relay, the transmitted signal from the k th relay is as follows: Here, R and z are the power spent by each relay and the noise at the destination, respectively, and y sig and v are the received desired signal and the overall noise at the destination, respectively. Note that the eCSI in (5) is as follows:
If the destination knows the eCSI (6), then the eSNR is obtained as follows: e = E jy sig j 2 E fjvj 2 g :
III. TRAINING PROTOCOLS
In this section, we compare the classical protocol P1 [2] , the new protocol P2 [11] , and our protocol P3. Specifically, we show that our protocol is more accurate and time efficient for estimating the eCSI (6) . Therefore, our protocol provides an overall greater capacity than the classical and the new protocols.
For all protocols, the source and the destination send the training signals to the relays so that each relay can estimate its own backward and forward channels. Then the protocols differ by what information the relays send to the destination as explained next.
P1) The relays send the training signals to the destination. Then, the relays feedforward the backward channel estimates to the destination. Therefore, the destination knows the imperfect CSI h k and g k (k = 1; 2; 1 1 1 ; K).
P2) The relays simply feedforward the received training signals from the source to the destination. Then, the destination estimates the product (compound) of the backward and forward channels a k (k = 1; 2; 1 1 1 ; K), where a k = h k g k . P3) Each relay feedforwards the CSI A k = h k h 3 k g 3 k to the destination. Therefore, the destination has the noisy imperfect eCSI K k=1 A k g k + z f , where z f is the noise during the feedforwarding phase. The training protocols are also summarized in Table I . Note that we omit the subindex to denote the training signals for notational simplicity in the table, where only the k th relay is shown. The training signals sent from the source, relay, and destination are denoted by s s ,   TABLE I  SUMMARY FOR THE TRAINING PROTOCOLS P1, P2, AND P3 sR , and sD, respectively. y k denotes the received training signal at the k th relay. Note that the horizontal axis in the table can be considered MF with imperfect CSI is only considered in [7] . Thus, the original classical [2] and the new [11] protocols borrow our method for the training of the relays as described in Table I . A simple point-to-point training [2] and a simple feedforwarding method for the forward and backward channels respectively are the immediate plausible ideas for the training of the destination, hence the name classical protocol is given. Note that the feedforwarding method in the classical protocol requires quantization while it is not required in our protocol.
A. eSNR of the Classical Protocol P1
Since the destination knows each h k and g k (k = 1...K), we can rewrite (5) as follows: 
Therefore, we obtain the following eSNR: 
Note that the same overall noise exists for all protocols. Since we aim to compare the protocols, we neglect the overall noise in (5) . We also omit the simple proof that the data signal and the overall noise are uncorrelated given CSI at the destination for the sake of brevity.
B. eSNR of the New Protocol P2
Since the destination knows each a k (k = 1... K), we can rewrite 
As seen from (7) and (9), the assumption a k = h k g k leads to the same received signal for P1 and P2. However, assuming that the destination knows each compound channel estimate (a k ) or each channel estimate individually (h k and g k ) leads to different statistical values and therefore, leads to different eSNRs. In order to obtain (8), we need to use the property (4) since we encounter the fourth-order moments.
On the other hand, we do not encounter any such moments in order to obtain (10) since we assume that the destination knows the compound channel estimates. We use the results obtained in [20] for determining the variances of the compound channel estimate ( 2 a ) and error ( 2 a ) in (10) . In [20] , it is shown that the variance of the product of two real Gaussian random variables, N (1; 2 1 ) and N (2; 2 2 ), approaches to 2 1 2 2 if 1 = 1 and 2 = 2 approach to zero. Note that this result also holds for two complex Gaussian random variables. As a result, we easily obtain the variances (i.e., 2 a = 2 h 2 g ).
First of all, the assumption a k = h k g k enables us to obtain a comparable result to the other protocols' results and directly show the advantage of knowing the product of channel estimates (h k g k ) over knowing the individual channel estimates (h k ; g k ). Second, our assumption enables us to obtain a tractable result since the orthogonality of a k and a k is still preserved: the equalities 2 a = 2 a + 2 a and a k = a k + a k still hold. Therefore, we obtain the following eSNR: 
Since the destination knows the above eCSI, we can rewrite the received signal (5) y sig and v are the received noisy desired signal and the overall noise at the destination, respectively. Note that the intersymbol interference is critical for our protocol. Due to (11) , our protocol relies on perfect synchronization at the destination, whereas the other protocols do not.
Note that, in general, relay networks have the synchronization problem due to its distributed structure (relays can be mobile, semi-mobile, and fixed).
By neglecting the feedforwarding noise due to the large K assumption, we obtain the following eSNR: It is not immediately obvious from the previous results that the inequality e;P3 > e;P2 > e;P1 holds. However, we can easily reach to this conclusion by numerically averaging the eSNRs over the backward and forward channel estimation variances for a fixed value of K. For example, consider the case when K = 7. If we average the eSNRs by changing the estimated backward and forward channel variances discretely from 0.1 to 0.9 in 0.1 increments, we obtain 8.3, 3.92, and 2.67 for P3, P2, and P1, respectively.
D. Fast Transfer of CSI
In this subsection, we show that our protocol also provides a faster transfer of the CSI than the existing protocols. Consider a single antenna relay network with a time division duplexed training and assume that each training signal length is one symbol duration.
For all protocols, the source and the destination send the training signals to the relays, which require two symbol durations.
In P1, the relays send the training signals to the destination, which require K symbol durations. As a result, (K +2) symbol durations are required for the training phase. In the feedforwarding phase, each relay feedforwards the backward channel estimate to the destination. Therefore, K symbol durations are required for the feedforwarding phase.
In total, (2K + 2) symbol durations are required for P1 to transfer the CSI to the destination, i.e., T ;P1 = 2K + 2.
In P2, each relay feedforwards the training signal to the destination, which require K symbol durations. In total, (K +2) symbol durations are required for P2, i.e., T ;P2 = K + 2.
In P3, each relay feedforwards the CSI A k to the destination simultaneously. Therefore, only 1 symbol duration is required for the feedforwarding phase. In total, 3 symbol durations are required for P3, i.e., T;P3 = 3.
Therefore, the inequality for the training durations of the protocols is T ;P1 > T ;P2 T ;P3 . Note that the CSI transfer time of our protocol is independent of the number of relays K and is always close to the minimum value, 2 which are important properties for large K values.
E. Capacity Comparison
By using the worst case noise theorem, the following capacity lower bounds are obtained:
2T Pi EfI Pi g; i = 1; 2; 3 (12) where T Pi = T ;Pi + T d , IP1 = log 2 1 + Note that the numerators in (12) are the known CSI at the destination. Therefore, there are no expectation operators in the numerators. The numerical results obtained from (12) are shown in Table II , which are again obtained from (12) . The simulation results are obtained by assuming that the channels have unit variances ( 2 h = 2 g = 1). Assuming that the channels have unit variances is different than assuming that the channels have equal variances ( 2 h = 2 g ) because the former assumption is a normalization. e.g., 2 h = 2 h + 2 h = 1. Therefore, a channel estimation variance that has a closer value to 1 indicates a more accurate channel estimation. We also assume that each data signal length is one symbol duration. That is, T d = 2 for all protocols.
As the number of the relays increases, the existing protocols need more CSI transfer time, whereas it is the same for our protocol (prelog term advantage in the capacity expression). Therefore, our protocol shows a superior performance as seen from the first values in Table II .
Moreover, as K increases, the capacity of our protocol increases due to the additional term in the numerator of the log seen in (12) . This additional term is the consequence of estimating the eCSI more directly at the destination.
Without the prelog term advantage, our protocol still performs superior as seen from the second values in the Table II due to the following two properties (log term advantages in the capacity expression).
As noted earlier, estimating the eCSI more accurately provides a higher eSNR, thus a higher capacity. In our feedforwarding method, the channel estimates are sent to the destination in a way that the relay network carries the perfect forward CSI (i.e., g k in (11) ) that leads to a more accurate eCSI at the destination.
The results in Table II also show that estimating the eCSI more directly provides a higher capacity in wireless relay networks. For example, P2 provides a higher capacity than P1 because P2 estimates the eCSI more directly than P1. While P1 estimates the backward and the forward channels individually, P2 estimates the product of the backward and forward channels. For the no channel estimation error case, our protocol does not have an advantage over the other protocols due to the relay network structure that carries the perfect forward CSI. However, our protocol still provides a higher capacity than the others because our protocol provides the eCSI at the destination more directly than the other protocols.
Finally, note that it is trivial to compare the performance of our protocol with the existing protocols for the MIMO case.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this correspondence, we introduced a new training protocol for wireless relay networks, which increases the network capacity by reducing the bandwidth resources spent on training while improving the overall eSNR and link capacity bound. Unlike the other protocols, the CSI transfer time of our protocol is independent of the number of relays K and is always close to the minimum value, which are important properties for large K values.
As a possible extension of this work, the proposed protocol can be applied in a MIMO relay network and its performance can be compared with its challenging schemes (e.g., a scheme with perfect CSI at the relays and a genie at the destination). Obtaining the capacity results in MIMO relay networks by using the worst case noise theorem is still intractable due to the complication of finding a specific covariance matrix for the Gaussian noise that will substitute the non-Gaussian noise. We showed that the training time of our protocol is close to the minimum value (prelog term advantage in the capacity expression). Therefore, it would be reasonable to compare only the eSNR performances of our protocol and competing schemes.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Iterative decoding is a class of powerful graph-based algorithms for error control in communication systems. The best-known iterative decoders include Turbo, block product code, and low-density parity-check (LDPC) decoders. Hardware implementations of iterative decoders are complex [1]- [6] , and much research effort has been invested to produce physical solutions with low hardware complexity and low power consumption (e.g., see [1] and [5] ) while meeting throughput requirements of recent communication systems.
In this correspondence, we focus on stochastic decoding. Stochastic decoding is a recently-proposed decoding approach that allows for lowcomplexity parallel decoder implementations [6] - [11] . This approach uses stochastic arithmetic [12] , [13] to perform decoding operations, which allows most of the concurrent processors to be implemented by only a few logic gates. The resulting circuits can be implemented with low memory requirements, and are simple enough to be implemented in low-cost FPGAs (see [6] and [10] ). As is usual with parallel message-passing decoders, a stochastic decoder is synthesized from a code's factor graph by mapping each node to a probability processor. In stochastic implementations, each message is a random sequence/stream that encodes a probability mass function (PMF). By using this representation, each processor can be implemented using simple circuitry, resulting in low hardware complexity and high speed.
